Final Details of IK Confab Worked Out

Last minute details for the IK national convention, currently in progress in Moscow and WSMU, are being worked out by Dr. A. W. Smith of the national Board.

A. W. Smith, who as an expression of thanks for his efforts, has been invited to be a delegate at the convention.

Other convention highlights to be held during the convention include a banquet, a concert, and a film screening. The banquet will be held on Friday evening at 7 p.m., the concert will be held on Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m., and the film screening will be held on Sunday morning at 10 a.m.

The convention concludes on Sunday evening with a final banquet and closing ceremonies.

Mary Joyce, Dance Win Miss U. Contest

The letter of a few women bowing to advancing fashion was expressed in a series of photographs taken by Mary Joyce. The letter was brought home to the campus by Mary Joyce on the occasion of the University of Idaho’s Homecoming celebration.

Miss Idaho, a senior, was crowned as Miss Idaho on Saturday night in the school gymnasium. The winner was selected from a field of six candidates.

Group Is Still Determined to Get Song Back

Although the Vandal women’s basketball team is still in the hunt for the NCAA title, students are still determined to get the song back. A group of students is determined to get the song back and has been working on it for several weeks.

Executive Board Picks Berry

C. Berry, Sr. was the first candidate for the position of Executive Board president. He was nominated by the Executive Board.

Executive Board meeting was called to order by the Executive Board president.

IDAHO OPERA WORKSHOP

A. W. Smith, who has been involved in the workshop, addressed the audience.

The workshop has been well attended and has been very successful. The next meeting is scheduled for next week.

Chad Daybourn, the workshop director, announced that the workshop will be held next week.

State Governor Here After Vacation Break

Governor Jim Smith was welcomed by the Governor's office last week after a vacation in the mountains. Governor Smith is expected to announce his resignation this week.

Miss Idaho's banner, "The Winning Team," is displayed on the stage during the Miss Idaho pageant.

Atom Speaker Due Tomorrow

The Atom Speaker is due to arrive tomorrow morning. The Atom Speaker is a popular attraction at the State Fair.

The Atom Speaker is a popular attraction at the State Fair. The Atom Speaker is due to arrive tomorrow morning.

UN President Slated To Be MUN Speaker

The UN president is expected to be a MUN speaker this week. The UN president is a popular speaker at educational conferences.

Adults To Get Swim Class

A special class is being offered to the public. The class is expected to be well attended. The class is being offered in response to the growing demand for swim classes.

Home Ec Group Fix Special Rods

A group of home economy students is working on a special project. The group is expected to complete the project next week.

on the calendar

May

RV and officers, 6:30 p.m., Good Shepherd Church, St. Paul.
Cheerleader contest, 4:30 p.m., Central High School.

Wednesday

High School Student, 7 p.m., Argonne, ID.
Bobbing for apples, 7 p.m., Idaho Falls.
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SUB Movies To Continue Despite Loss; Kershnik, Stiles Lend Some Criticisms

By JOE RICKETTS

Despite a tax of an all-budget advertising program, many stations, and adding unpopular weather, the SUB movie program will continue itself even making a little profit.

This program which has been seen as a service to the students that attended it has been pre-dominantly a single show on the Monday the campus shows are at 6:30 p.m. The only news this year is that the shows will be open to the general student population. The SUB operates these shows to help support other SUB activities.

The campus or news shows have been known to produce the foreign films, and usually have been one of the most popular events on the foreign film program. This is one of the events where less than 75% of the SUB funds being used to support this program. Approximately 18 de- ments and three foreign films are shown during the school year.

Leading in ratings for the foreign films are, you, the foreign film fan, and also the foreign film fan who has missed foreign films. The films that are included in this group, at least, for the foreign film program.

HCE Head Thomas Questions New Bill

By LARRY ROY

The Idaho Argonaut

The new foreign language gives a definite aim to the "foreign language," and the word speaks for itself. If there is any change at the Idaho Argonaut, it will be a change that is necessary.
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Easter Halts Spring Social Life Almost

By BRIDGET BELDAN
Assistant House Editor

From April 11 to 16, the seasonal activities of the Alpha Chi Omega and the Phi Delta Zeta fraternity were put on hold as the entire campus was put into a state of alert. The campus was closed on Saturday and Sunday, and only a few students were allowed in.

On Monday, a few students were allowed in to check the campus, and on Tuesday, all students were allowed to return. However, the campus was not open to the public.
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Verveaeke Leads Idaho Drive Against EWCE

*Outfielder Bob Verveaeke started the Vandals scoring charge rolling twice Friday as the Idaho infielders produced five hits. The Vandals held the Aztecs to three hits and put their even .500 record on the line this afternoon with a 7-3 victory over the Eastern Washington squad. Verveaeke will be the starter for the Vandals next time.
*The Idaho infielders, with 16 hits in three days, formed the backbone of the offensive attack. The Vandals beat the Aztecs for the second Idaho double header.
*The Idaho infielders, with 16 hits in three days, formed the backbone of the offensive attack. The Vandals beat the Aztecs for the second Idaho double header.
*Verveaeke made the side, . . . in the first frame of the game. He made 5 and 8 for $2.00 towards and stole home with the second hit. The Vandals third and third played their record.
*Two more Vandals runs by B. W. Johnson and H. W. Anderson, scored the big big hit. Verveaeke, at first, scored on the big first run, hit home with the second hit. Leading off in style, Verveaeke started the third inning and went on with Johnson's single. He scored on Johnson's double for the first hit.
*Verveaeke made the side, . . . in the first frame of the game. He made 5 and 8 for $2.00 towards and stole home with the second hit. The Vandals third and third played their record.
*In the fifth inning of the contest, the Vandals led 3-0 after Johnson's first hit was allowed to score the first run. Johnson's hit was scored on the first hit. Huffner retired the first hit on the second hit.
*Johnson's hit was scored on the first hit. Huffner retired the first hit on the second hit.
*In other words, the AVOS was the first hit on the second hit.
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NINE:

DEAR DAD, FRID: You're gone best fun. Here, for your own peace of mind, won't you just make a short trip to Las Vegas to see what kind of air we can get?

DEAR DAD, FRID: You're gone best fun. Here, for your own peace of mind, won't you just make a short trip to Las Vegas to see what kind of air we can get?

DEAR DAD, FRID: I am a sophomore majoring in architecture. Our college has just completed another building. Yesterday, after examining the blueprints, I was forced to discover the base was not flat at all. June 3, 1964. I have taken my calculations to the dean of the architecture, to the president of the college. No one will pay any attention to me. What do I do to save disaster?

DEAR FRANKIE: We've been writing poems to a certain girl for about six months. Yesterday I found the girl was going to get together to read my poems and laugh at them. Do you think I should tell her the truth?

DEAR DAD, FRID: I have been writing a couple of poems for a certain young lady and have some trouble with them. I would appreciate it if you could look them over. I am enclosing them with this letter.

CONTACT

Chris Gibbs
B. of F. Student Campus Sales Representative FOR Fahrenwald, the Local Chevrolet and Oldsmobile Dealership.

Fahrenwald

COURTESY OLDSMOBILE

Fly Vandas Fly

From Moscow to --

Phone 549-59

Tours 46-20

Laps 3-58.

Baggage 5-22.

Neely's Travel Service

Phone 2-1828

Interstate All Trips

Airport for West Coast Airlines